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Horace Walpole, I’m sure, needs little introduc- 
tion. Youngest son of Sir Robert Walpole, Britain’s first 
Prime Minister, a member of parliament, art liistorian and 
critic, author of political tracts, a garden treatise, memoirs, 
a gothic novel and play, a prolific correspondent and the 
greatest chronicler of his times, he nonetheless remains 
best-known as the owner of that most extraordinary 
house, Strawberry Hill, which he purchased in 1747, 
thereafter extending the house in the Gotliic Revival style 
and adding to his collection almost until his death in 1797.
It is Walpole’s activities as a collector of ceramics, 
however, and the nature of the collection at Strawberry 
Hill that is examined here.

I would first like to introduce briefly the documentary 
and visual sources upon which knowledge of Walpole’s 
collection is based. We arc fortunate to have such a 
comprehensive record of die exteriors, interiors and works 
of art, and Strawberry Hill remains one of the most studied 
houses of die 18th century, in part because of the great 
wealth of documentary material surviving. Walpole 
published in 1774 A Description of Strawberry Hill, which 
consists of a room-by-room description of the decorative 
scheme and die works of art, often accompanied by a 
further detailed description of die artists or piece, the 
provenance and circumstances of acquisition. In 1784 this 
Description was revised and enlarged to include further 
acquisitions and engravings of certain rooms and items.
Walpole also produced Extra-illustrated copies of the 1784 
Description, which contain additional engravings, water
colours and drawings. There also exist many watercolours, 
drawings, paintings and prints commissioned by Walpole.
After Walpole’s death, Strawberry Hill and its contents 
remained intact until 1842, when the contents were sold 
in a 24-day auction. The sale catalogue, by George 
Robins, the auctioneer, is invaluable in providing 
additional descriptions of pieces, but the information 
therein must be treated with caution. Robins often repeats 
word for word Walpole’s own descriptions, and although 
sometimes providing additional attributions to factory or 
maker, reflecting the advance in ceramic scholarship 
between 1784 and 1842, Robins remains confused 
between maker, factories and countries of origin, as 
shown, for example, in his description of ‘A salt cellar of 
the finest old Faenza ware, by Bernard Palizzi'. Curiously,
Robins often ignores Walpole’s descriptions, providing 
instead an inaccurate attribution, and where there is no 
distinction made by Walpole of factory, or where there is Joseph Marryat’s comments on the Sale and his illustrations 
no factory mark, Robins often reverts to describing many of pieces from Strawberry Hill. Descriptions provided in
pieces simply as Oriental. It is also possible that Robins subsequent sale catalogues in the 19th and 20th centuries

Figure 1. Plate, tin-glazed earthenware, painted in Delft in 
1711 by Sir James Thornhill.
Diameter: 8.7cm. British Museum. London.

introduced into the sale items which had never belonged 
to Walpole, either at Strawberry Hill or at Walpole’s 
London residence. In conjunction with these reasonably 
comprehensive sources are the many volumes of Walpole’s 
Correspondence that provide the subtleties, wit, humour and 
passion that broaden our knowledge and understanding of 
both the man and his collection. Volume 7 of the Yale 
edition of the Correspondence includes Walpole’s Paris 
Journals, a diary of his visits to Paris in 1765/6, 1767, 1771 
and 1775, and an account of his expenditures. The signifi
cance of this document cannot be over-emphasised, as it 
provides a unique record of contemporary purchases of 
S6vres porcelain, particularly the less cosdy, minor, 
multiple pieces such as cups, saucers and tablewares, that 
arc often given scant consideration by scholars.

If this article, and indeed, all scholarship on Walpole’s 
ceramics concentrates on Sevres porcelain, it is because, 
thanks to these Paris Journals, more information survives 
about the Sevres in the collection than any other centre of 
manufacture. It must be borne in mind, however, that 
these 18th and 19th century documents arc not entirely 
consistent or reliable, and a successful analysis of the 
collection requires a flexible approach to the under
standing and interpretation of the tenninology, aided by 
use of the visual evidence and such secondary sources as
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also expand our
have to be treated with some caution. Just as Walpole 
himself rather optimistic in the attributions and provenance 
of certain pieces, so too nowadays, is a Walpole or 
Strawberry Hill provenance fashionable and often optimistic. 

As Walpole states in the Description, the contents of the

knowledge of the collection, but again indicating that some of this inheritance was collected in 
England or on the Continent in the late 17th century. The 
Oriental is also the most problematic group to analyse, and 
still requires a great deal of research. Litdc information can 
be gleaned from the descriptions ‘old’, ‘ancient’, ‘blue and 
white’, ‘Nankin’ or multiple listings of blue and white 
ware of different forms. There is however, a surviving 
goldfish tub, probably Kangxi, that can be seen quite 
clearly in the watercolour of the Entrance Hall and Litde 
Cloister by John Carter.1 Other Oriental pieces can be 
seen in the engravings and watercolours of the interiors, 
where they are placed to harmonise with the colour 
scheme of particular rooms. Walpole docs, however, go 
into some detail with specific items, ‘old grey porcelain, 
veined’ and ‘old crackled porcelain’ are probably examples 
of Song ware, although they may have been 18th century 
pieces made in the revival of Song technique. The brown 
edge of some Oriental wares was generally recognised in 
the 18th century as a mark of quality, and is frequently 
mentioned in contemporary sale catalogues. Walpole, too, 
was aware of the special nature of these pieces, as he refers 
to the example at Strawberry Hill as ‘a blue and white 
plate with the brown edge, old china’. Walpole jokes with 
his cousin Henry Conway about the delivery of some 
Oriental pigs: ‘he is a boar with the true brown edge’.2 
What is notable in this category is that Walpole distin
guishes those wares he believed decorated in Europe: ‘an 
old white china tea-pot with birds and flowers painted in 
Europe’, and ‘an old white china cup, with cupids painted 
in Europe’. Whether these were actually decorated in 
Europe or were painted in China after European designs is 
unclear.

Walpole also had two items of Bottger redware, and 
seemed quite knowledgeable about these early wares, as 
his classification are extremely accurate. ‘A boy supporting 
a shell, finely modelled in red earth; the first sort of Saxon 
china before it was glazed or painted, and which was only 
given as presents by the elector extremely rare’-' is distin
guished from ‘A red cup and saucer, glazed; the second 
sort of Saxon china: rare’.4 Walpole had a number of 
figures in his collection, but no animals. The figural pieces 
included one piece of Lauraguais, one of Nancy, the 
Bottger figure mentioned above, two figures of 
Frankcndthal porcelain, five Berlin figures and one faience 
figure of a saint. He also had a large number of S6vres 
biscuit figures, which he displayed on mantlcpicces and 
tables as ornamental sculpture, scorning as he did the 
practice of setting figural sculpture on die table:

‘Jellies, biscuits, sugar-plumbs, and creams have long 
given way to harlequins, gondoliers, Turks, Chinese, 
and Shepherdesses of Saxon China. But these, uncon
nected, and only seeming to wander among groves of 
curled paper and silk flowers, were soon discovered to 
be too insipid and unmeaning... Confectioners found 
their trade moulder away, while toymen and china- 
shops were the only fashionable purveyors of the last

was

Figure 2. ‘The Round Drawing Room’ ac Strawberry Hill, 
watercolour by John Carter, 1788. Lewis Walpole Library, 
Farmington, CT.

China Room consisted of a ‘collection of porcelaine, 
earthenware, glass and enamel on copper, of various ages 
and countries as follows’. The term ‘collection’ is signifi
cant; it would appear that Walpole deliberately set out to 
collect examples as representative of a country’s ware, or 
of a maker or factory, pieces which represented a new 
technique, or were singular in form or decoration. 
Qualified descriptions and distinctions between one ware 
and another show Walpole’s great interest in form and 
decoration, but more importantly, indicate his wide 
knowledge of ceramics, and his connoisseurship of specific 
groupings within the field. I cannot of course discuss here 
each category of ware in the collection, as they number 
over 40. The information contained in this article is there
fore highly selective, but I do want to show something of 
the range and diversity of the collection, Walpole’s knowl- 
edge and taste, and his interest in materials, technique, 
country of manufacture and historical associations. Unless 
otherwise indicated, all pieces noted and illustrated are 
from Strawberry Hill.

The Oriental ceramics arc the largest group within the 
collection, comprising more than 300 pieces. Walpole had 
inherited a large number of pieces from his mother, who 
was a daughter of a wealthy Baltic merchant, possibly
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stage ot polite entertainments. Women of the first 
quality came home from Chcncvix's laden with dolls 
and babies, not for their children, but for their house
keeper.*

Concerning his own popularity during his 1765/6 visit 
to Paris, Walpole comments: ‘if contrary to all precedent I 
should exist in vogue a week longer, I will send you the 
first statue that is case of me in beiganiotc or biscuit porcc- 
lainc.’6 To identify the Sevres biscuit figures one has to be 
familiar with the products of the manufactory, and match 
those descriptions to Walpole’s own terminology. Thus 
Walpole’s *a bagpiping boy and dancing girl’, for example, 
must be the Joucur de Comcmusc and La Danscusc. A 
comparison between the biscuit figures acquired on the 
1765/6 visit to Paris, the Falconet Cupid, for example, and 
those acquired a decade later in 1775 such as the Mercury 
after Pigalle, and the Three Graces supporting a Basket, 
reflect the establishment of the frill neo-classical style.

It is Walpole’s correspondence with Sir Horace Mann, 
the British Minister at the Court of Tuscany, that reveals 
most about Walpole’s passionate interest in ceramics and 
the state of liis knowledge concerning various types of 
wares. The correspondence covers 45 years, dating from 
their first meeting during Walpole’s Grand Tour, 1739-41, 
and it appears that Mann was engaged both in acquiring 
ceramics for Walpole and responsible for the shipment of 
pieces bought from other sources. From the very begin
ning Walpole and Mann discuss ceramics. For example, in 
1743 there arc numerous letters between the two, 
discussing the availability in England of cobalt and zinc to 
send to the Marquis of Ginori for Iris new manufacture, 
and the products of the manufacture are detailed at great 
length. Joseph Manyat states that there were a number of 
early Ginori pieces at Strawberry Hill, mistakenly identi
fied by Robins as Oriental. In 1786 Mann sent Walpole 
two vases of Ginori manufacture, to which Walpole 
responds: ‘The form of the vases is handsome, the porce
lain and gilding inferior to ours, and both to those of 
France; as die paste of our at Bristol, Worcester and 
Derby is superior to all but that of Saxony...’.7 It is to 
Mann that Walpole writes disparagingly of the Chelsea 
Mecklenburg service: ‘I cannot boast of our taste; the 
forms are neither new, beautiful, nor various. Yet 
Sprimont, the manufacturer, is a Frenchman; it seems their 
taste will not bear transplanting’." Walpole also enquires of 
Mann as to the availability of Medici porcelain in 
Florence.

The correspondence with Lady Ailcsbury sheds light on 
Walpole’s interest in Dutch Delft.9 In 1761 Walpole 
writes: ‘Dont trouble youRclf about Delft - nay, I am now 
afraid you should get any, lest you should pack it up in an 
old china jar, and really find a meaning for that strange 
auctioneer’s word, a rowwaggon’, and later that same year 
after the Dutch envoy to England had brought a piece to 
Walpole, ‘I had begged a bit of Delft - you send me old 
china.’ It would seem likely from the Correspondence that all

Figure 3. Urbino vase with serpent handles, c. 1565-71, the 
ormolu mounts c.1765. Height (overall): 56cm. British 
Museum, London.

the Delft given to Walpole by Lady Ailcsbury was indeed 
Dutch Delft. The scries of twelve Zodiac plates (figure l) 
painted by Sir James Thornhill in 1711 in Delft were 
acquired by Walpole in 1790 from Mr Hogarth’s sale. 
Walpole continued to acquire Delft in 1791, the last date 
of acquisition of ceramics that can be positively confirmed.

The examples of English manufacture arc interesting for 
the range of dates and styles they show. The early earthen
ware pieces all have historical associations; the English delft 
dish with portraits of Charles II and Queen Catherine, the 
earthenware tea-pot with the head of Lord Chatham, the 
Sack bottle dated 1647 and an English delft dish ‘with 
shipping and motto God preserve the Fishery’. Reflecting 
Walpole’s interest in history and the antique much of the 
Wedgwood and Staffordshire ware at Strawberry Hill was 
black basalt ware, Etruscan ware, or decorated with 
cameos. Walpole also had a number of Wedgwood and 
Tassic medallions of historic figures. The majority of 
English ware in the collection however, was porcelain. 
This would seem to be an aesthetic preference for the 
delicacy of form and elegance of decoration, as well as an 
interest in the fashionable novelty of these products. The 
most singular piece was Mr Place’s cup, a salt-glazed cup 
of the latc-17th or early-18th century, the result of 
attempts by Francis Place (1647-1728) to make porcelain.'" 
Despite Walpole’s disparaging comments, Chelsea was 
considered the most elegant and accomplished of all 
English porcelain in the 18th century, and there 
number of examples at Strawberry Hill, ranging from the 
crayfish salts of c.1745 to claret ground vases of c.1770. 
The Bristol ‘cups and saucers with green festoons’ 
interest in that the catalogue entry for the examples in the
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Schrcibcr Collection, Victoria & Albert Museum, 
London, includes the following: ‘For reasons not stated 
this pattern has been called Horace Walpole pattern’. 
Walpole was well-known by his contemporaries as a 
collector of ceramics; perhaps he was among the first 
purchasers of the new pattern, or perhaps the Schrciber 
cups were associated in some way with Strawberry Hill.

An analysis of the maiolica collection at Strawberry Hill 
has to take as its starting point Walpole’s own descriptions. 
‘Roman earth, Roman faycncc, Raphael faycncc, ancient 
fayence’ arc terms which were not unique to Walpole, but 
were in general use in the 18th century. Obviously these 
terms arc open to interpretation, and their precise 
meanings can be difficult to determine. It cannot even be 
assumed that these terms refer to wares produced only in 
Italy; as shall be seen, both Palissy and St Porchaire wares 
were in the collection at Strawberry Hill. Walpole’s 
optimistic attributions to Raphael, Julio Romano and 
Cortona arc not merely the product of Walpole’s interest 
in establishing a link with great artists of the past, but were 
commonly-held assumptions in the 18th century. 
Identifying features such as coats of amis have been used 
by Walpole to classify wares according to place of produc
tion, but this is not always entirely accurate. Walpole refers 
to ‘Florentine fayence’, for example, because the three 
items noted bear the Medici amis, yet they arc in fact 
Hispano-Moresque and Urbino pieces. The 1842 sale 
catalogue itemises some pieces in further detail, making 
note of lustre decoration on cups and plates, which 
Walpole omitted, and distinguishes Palissy ware as a 
distinct type. Thankfully, a large number of extant pieces 
survive that help to define Walpole’s classifications.

The wing-handled Hispano-Moresque vase, probably 
made in Manises after 1465” would appear to be the only 
example of this type at Strawberry Hill. The vase can be 
seen in the watercolour of the Round Drawing Room at 
Strawberry Hill (figure 2). This illustration clearly shows the 
form of the vase, which is not detailed by Walpole. 
Without the illustration it would be extremely difficult to 
identify this piece from its cursory description as a ‘vase’. 
Walpole’s other references to ‘Florentine’ ware are to the 
two Urbino flasks, one of which can also be seen, 
although rather indistinctly in the watercolour. The two 
Urbino flasks with the arms of Medici and Lorraine'2 were 
described by Walpole not as flasks but as ‘large bottles’, 
which may suggest that the four other references to 
fayence bottles do in fact indicate flasks. Marryat, in his 
History of Potter)' ami Porcelain (1868) illustrates in colour a 
flask from Strawberry Hill, and describes it as ‘an equally 
curious pilgrim’s botde of the old Faenza ware’. From the 
illustration" it would appear to be of Urbino manufacture 
and somewhat similar in decoration to the d’Este and 
Guidobaldo sendees. Two mounted Urbino vases of 
c. 1565-71, the mounts probably 1765 (figure 3), are 
documented as being purchased by Walpole in Paris in 
1765-6. These vases, themselves symbolic of the classical

past in form and subject matter, were transformed by the 
addition of contemporary ormolu mounts to become 
grand display pieces in the current early neo-classical taste. 
Two Urbino wine coolers, possibly of c.1600, were given 
to Walpole by the Earl of Exeter between 1781 and 1784. 
These wine coolers were seen at Burghlcy in 1763 by 
William Cole and Walpole, and described as costing £3%. 
This was an extraordinarily high price, particularly in 
comparison with the mounted Urbino vases, that cost, 
together 8 other items, 25 low's, which according to 
Walpole’s own exchange rate was about ,£24. The Paris 

Journals and Walpole’s correspondence with Lady Hertford 
shows that there was some maiolica available in Paris in 
1765-6, but it is unclear whether this was true maiolica, 
i.c. tin-glazed earthenware, or Palissy or St. Porchairc 
ware.

The St. Porchairc ewer (figure 4), can be seen in the 
engraving by Edward Edwards, of the chimncypiecc in the 
China Room, illustrated in the 1784 Description of 
Strawberr)' Hill. As far as I am aware, this is the earliest 
depiction of a St. Porchaire piece, and is described by 
Walpole as ‘a fine ewer of faycncc, designed by Julio 
Romano’, and in the Sale as ‘...curious old Faenza 
ware...extremely rare and curious’. Walpole and Robins 
obviously recognised the exceptional characteristics of the 
piece, and Robins’ terminology is correct, as St Porchairc 
remains curious to tliis day. When faced with singular, rare

Figure 4. Ewer, St. Porchaire, c. 1540. Height: 34.6 cm. Royal 
Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh.
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examples for which there is no precedence in the 
Description, Robins resorts to the all-encompassing ‘rare 
and curious’. The St. Porchaire salt14 is described by 
Walpole as a triangular saltcellar of faycnce with fine 
figures on terms, and in the Sale as ‘a very rare and 
curious triangular shaped salt cellar, supported by female 
Figures, scroll ornaments and feet, by Bernard Palizzi’. 
Robins terminology not only shows that by 1842 Palissy 
ware was distinguished as a type, but that it was a category 
frequently and erroneously applied to any earthenware 
piece that had relief decoration or was of curious or 
grotesque form. There would appear to have been only 
three genuine Palissy items at Strawberry' Hill.

An expanded description, other than a mere listing, is 
given to every piece of maioiica in the collection. Wares 

defined cither by country' or origin, arms of the patron, 
identification of the artist or designer of die scene, identifi
cation of the scene itself, the form or date. This is quite 
unique among all the categories of ceramics, suggesting 
that it was one of the most higlily prized. It is significant 
that the majority of die istoriato ware at Strawberry Hill 
was not placed in the China Room, but displayed cither in 
die Gallery, or the Round Drawing Room, which would 
appear to be a small gallery' for the display of works of art 
and which until 1784 had only pieces widi the Medici 

or the glazed cupboard in the Great North 
Bedchamber, which would appear to have been used 
miniature studiolo for the display of die most treasured 
objects. Walpole seemed to consider the painted surfaces 
of die istoriato pieces to be as worthy of display and 
admiration as paintings themselves, and it is probable diat 
all the plates would have been displayed upright, and thus 
shown as two-dimensional painted surfaces. Indeed, the 
maiolica pieces in the Tribune were framed and hung on 
the wall in imitation of paintings.

The housing and display of the collection is also of 
significance, and I want to mention briefly the Holbein 
Room as an example of how ceramics were displayed. A 
pair of blue and white Oriental vases stood on the hearth, 
matching the blue cushions on the ebony chairs. The 
maiolica flasks and the Palissy dish would have been 
appropriate in terms of date and style to the ‘Tudor’ effect 
of die room, while die purple and white Sevres ewer and 
basin would have complemented the purple bed hangings, 
as well as having some practical

to the Refectory appears to have functioned 
somewhat as a buder’s pantry, and it is notable that all the 
ceramics listed here arc useful and table wares in porcelain 
of different manufactures, for example, ‘a white butter-pot 
and plate of Chantilli, two blue and white salt-cellars, 
ditto, 24 white plates with knurled borders and gold edges, 
four deep leaves, two square plates, and a crcam-bowl of 
Scve’, and these wares were probably used in accordance 
with their form. Useful wares of other manufacturers 
obviously fulfilled a functional role too, for Walpole writes 

had a magnificent dinner cloaked in the modesty of

Figure 5. Detail, eThc Gallery' at Strawberry Hilli, coloured 
drawing by Thomas and Paul Sandby, 1781. Victoria & Albert 
Museum, London.are

earthenware’.15
As regards the Sevres porcelain in the collection, a 

charge often levied against Walpole is that his collection of 
Sevres was made up primarily of smaller decorative pieces 
such as cabinet cups and saucers, dejeuners and flower pots, 
which were seen as the preserve of women collectors and 
kept in bed chambers, private drawing rooms or dairies. 
Certainly one might assume so from a casual glance at the 
Paris Journals. This charge is not, however, borne out by a 
closer study of the documentary and visual evidence. It is 
true that Walpole had neither a dinner or dessert service of 
Sevres, nor any of the garnitures of ornamental vases. A 
number of factors may plausibly explain this. Walpole was 
not a member of the aristocracy and had neither their 

scat. His eldest brother inherited

arms,
as a

income nor country 
Houghton Hall, and Strawberry Hill, however charming, 
was in reality only a small house on the outskirts of 
London. Walpole was unmarried and did not entertain on 
the lavish scale of the nobility. This combination of factors 
meant that he did not have a collection of Sevres to match
that of the Duke of Bedford at Woburn, for example, or 
the Duke of Richmond at Goodwood. Although Walpole 
did not have any Sevres garnitures, he did possess a 
number of pairs of ornamental vases and some single vases.
A detailed analysis of these vases is particularly rewarding, 
as they arc some of the few pieces that can be identified 
with any certainty among the large collection, some of -, 
which is described in vague or ambiguous terms, if at all. 
An identification of these vases was made possible by

termi-
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The Waiting Roomuse.
next

adopting a flexible approach to the contemporary 
nology, and classifications in the Sale were not adhered to 
rigidly.

Figure 5 shows a detail of the Gallery at Strawberry Hill. 
‘A flat vase of white, blue and gold Scve China, with 
cover and handles’ and its pair were identified as vases Vi 
fcuillcs d'acantc', and traced to a private collection by 
Rosalind Savill.16 The identification of ‘Two bottles of 
blue and white and gold Scve china, most beautifully 
designed and ornamented’ proved more difficult, but these

!
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identification.
The S6vrcs vases on display in the Gallery at Strawberry 

Hill were the grandest and most cosdy in Walpole’s 
collection, and strongly reflect Walpole’s interest in the 
antique, as they arc all what could be termed ‘antique’ in 
form, decoration, or inspiration, and arc examples of the 
neo-classical style that was then in full swing. Walpole 
comments from Paris in 1766:

‘You need not be in dread of true architecture [i.e. 
classical]. It appeared here for a moment as a mode, 
and consequently spread itself like wildfire into their 
snuff-boxes, china and dress; for whether composed of 
gauze or marble, no fashion is meant to last longer 
than a lover - it is the form is considered, not the 
materials...at least nothing a la grccquc is suffered, but 
to adorn urns, the emblems of mortality’.18

It is interesting to note how the ormolu mounts on the 
vases ‘choiscul’ compliment the maiolica'handles on the 
Urbino vases, while the ormolu lids on the Urbino vases 
mirror to some degree the acanthus scrolls on the vases ‘d 

feuillcs d’acantc’. As Rosalind Savill has pointed out'9, the 
ormolu mounts on the Urbino vases were probably 
designed by Duplessis in 1765, as they match almost 
exaedy the lids to the Sevres vase 'a tele dc lion'.

Walpole would have been delighted to know that these 
three pairs of vases, the Urbino, the ‘choisetd’ and the *grcc a 
rosettes’, were in the possession of such kindred spirits and 
men of equal passion for their collections as Baron 
Ferdinand dc Rothschild, John Jones and the Fourth 
Marquess of Hertford, and I believe he would gready 
enjoy knowing that the vases still survive and arc in public 
collections for all to see, as arc the Urbino flasks and the 
Hispano-Moresque vases seen in the Round Drawing 
Room.

The confusion between Sevres and Oriental porcelain at 
Strawberry' Hill remains to this day. The Sale describes in 
the glazed cupboard in the Great North Bedchamber ‘A 
pair of Oriental turquoise blue China incense burners, in 
the form of snail shells, mounted with ormolu, the feet 
and tops also representing snail shells’. One is illustrated in 
the frontispiece to the Sale. These were described by 
Walpole in the briefest fashion only as ‘Two vases of blue 
china mounted in ormolu’. Robins’ description has 
hitherto been followed by scholars, as Oriental models did 
exist, both mounted and unmounted, but I would propose 
that Walpole’s vases were of Sevres porcelain, of the 
model known as elinia(on'. A pair of turquoise ‘limqons** 
were acquired in the early part of this century with a 
Strawberry Hill provenance. The profile of the example in 
the frontispiece matches those of all the known examples 
of limafon, and which are more uniform than the Arita and 
Qing examples. I would also tentatively propose that 
Walpole purchased these vases in London from someone 
who did not recognise them as Sevres. It is inconceivable 
that French numhands-mcrcicrs would not have known 
them to be of Sevres manufacture, and that Walpole, if he

Figure 6. Vase 'grec d rosettes’, Sevres, 1765. Height: 4S.5cm. 
Date letter M for 1765. Wallace Collection, London.

were described in the Sale as ‘A pair of splendid and singu
larly unique old Royal Sevres China Grecian-shaped urns, 
blue and gold, with drooping festoons of Flowers on the 
necks, encircled by rosette medallions, richly decorated on 
square statuary marble plinths 21 inches high’. These vases 
can be clearly seen in the detail of the Gallery (see Jigurc 5) 
and Figure 6 show's one of a pair of vases ‘grcc <i rosettes’ in 
the Wallace Collection, London. Walpole’s vases are 
indeed those now in the Wallace Collection, for they are 
of the same size and had marble plinths, which the 
Wallace pair had prior to 1897. Also seen in the detail of 
the Gallery are the pair of vases 4choisculV7 These are 
described by Walpole as ‘two vases, boat-shaped, of deep 
blue Seve china, mounted in or moulu with snake 
handles’. These were moved from the Gallery' after 1781 
to make way for a pair of Urbino wine coolers, and this 
movement of objects would appear to have confused 
Robins, for he describes the vases ‘cltoiseuV, located in the 
Round Drawing room in 1842, as ‘A pair of extremely 
handsome Oriental China tazzas, of the mazarine blue, 
boldly sculptured, mounted with a chased or-molu border, 
entwined serpent handles, richly worked, on plinths’. As 
many Sevres vases are not marked w'ith interlaced Ls, as 
these are not, it is quite possible for persons unfamiliar 
with Sevres to give the wrong attribution. In this case it is 
the ormolu serpent handles that arc the primary means ot
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knew them to be Sevres, would not have stated so, as he 
did with every other piece of Sevres. These limafons 
obviously regarded as quite unique and special items, as 
they were included in the selection of objects in die 
frontispiece to the sale catalogue.

A problematic pair of vases at Strawberry Hill are the 
vases in the Gallery, ‘A light blue pot pourri of Seve 
mounted in ormolu’, and another, diat were described in 
more detail in the Sale as ‘A pair of extremely fine 
turquoise blue old Sevres china pot pourri vases and 
covers, beautifully mounted in ormolu, masque handles 
and festoon borders, on square pedestals’. This latter 
description matches almost exaedy all the known examples 
of those ‘pieces d’omcmcnt’ fitted with gout-grcc ormolu 
mounts probably designed by the marchand-mcrcier Antoine 
Dulac.21 Of all examples, the most pertinent to this study is 
the blue ground vase at The Vyne. It is the remaining 
piece of a garniture of three vases acquired for John Chute 
by Walpole, and which appears in die Paris Journals, 
purchases 1765/5 as ‘3 blue vases mounted in ormolu, for 
Mr Chute 19 louis’. These 
William Cole as being purchased from Dulac on the 14th 
November 1765:

‘Mr Walpole, among other Things, bought 3 most 
beautiful vases for a Chimney, of blew Enamel, set in 
gilt copper, for Mr Chute of the Vine in Hampshire; 
they cost 19 guineas, and were the most elegant 
ornaments for die Place they were designed, the 
middle one being larger than the 2 others’.-

Although Cole is no more familiar with the products of 
Sevres than Robins, his description indicates diat the vase 
at The Vyne would have made up a garniture with two 
taller vases with similar mounts. The ground colours of 
this model are either a deep green, rich blue or purple, 
developed to resemble Chinese porcelain and mounted in 
imitation of the mounted Oriental porcelain that was then 
still so fashionable in Paris. The problem with the vases at 
Strawberry Hill is the colour. I have never as yet seen a 
turquoise ground vase of this model, nor any reference to 
it. Unless other turquoise ground examples of this model 
are known, the pair at Strawberry Hill may well have been 
unique. It is possible, of course, that they were not exaedy 
of this model, but given Walpole’s acquisition of the 
Chute garniture, it does seem likely they were of the same 
type. It remains a puzzle.

As stated before, there is a wealth of documentation 
regarding the Sevres at Strawberry Hill. Having concen
trated to a greater degree on the vases and the visual 
evidence, I must needs be selective then about information 
drawn purely from an analysis of documentary sources.

It is not known to what degree Walpole was familiar 
with the products of the manufacture at Sevres before his 
visit to Paris in 1765. He would have heard of the Bedford 
Service, for he writes to Mann: ‘George Sclwyn is 
returned from Paris, whither he went with the Duchess of 
Bedford. He says our passion for everything French is

were

Figure 7. Plaque, Sevres, 1763, from a tabic cn chijfonicre 
attributed to RVLC, height: 70cm. The porcelain signed 
Eticnnc-Hcnry Lc Guay, date letter K for 1763.
Private collection.

nothing compared to theirs for everything English’.23 
Walpole did posses some Sevres before 1765, for in 1764 
he had received from Lord Hertford a gift of ‘a small 
parcel containing two small mustard -pots of Sevc china’.

Shortly before setting out for Paris on the 9th 
September 1765 Walpole firmly states his intentions: ‘I go 
to see French plays and buy French china’. And indeed he 
did, frequenting in particular the marcliands-incrcicrs Dulac 
and Poirier. Walpole also spend a good deal of time with 
the Duke and Duchess of Richmond, noting ondhe 12th 
November 1765: ‘To manufacture of French china with 
Duke and Duchess of Richmond etc.’ This casual refer
ence to the latter visit is somewhat surprising, as Walpole 
carefully marked in the Paris Journals a number of items 
he ‘bought at Seve’. As is well known, no direct mention / 
of Walpole or Richmond is made in the Sevres sales 
records for that day. Walpole noted a return journey to 
Sevres on 25th March 1766, but again nothing is recorded 
in the sales records for this day.

Unlike the opportunities provided by ornamental vases, 
the basic form of useful wares could not be altered to any 
significant degree. The manufacture instead developed a 
new style of painted decoration for useful wares from die 
late 1750s, that was especially popular in the years 1760-5. 
This was of more regular, balanced composition; complex 
friezes made up of a number of motifs were usually 
painted on a white ground. These motifs could consist of 
Greek key and Vitruvian scroll, for example, but these 
severe neo-classical motifs were produced at the same time 
as the diaper, trellis and mosaic patterns, or swags, 
lozenges, ribbons, chevrons and wreaths. Walpole uses ‘a 
la grccquc’ among other tenns to describe this kind of 
decoration, although it was not a term used by Sevres to 
describe painted decoration at this time. The exact termi
nology at S6vrcs can be found in the Travaux 
extraordinaircs: ‘frizes colorecs du premiere ordre, frizes

further described byarc
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riches, etoffes tres riches, mozaique rcgulforc, petite 
mozaique lcg^rc, frizes colorecs riches’ and so on.31 These 
terms are of course open to interpretation, but as some 
distinction is drawn between ‘riches’, ‘rcgulierc’ and 
‘lcgerc’, this may then explain Walpole’s own distinctions 
of ‘light festoons’, heavier festoons’, ‘coloured festoons’ 
and similarly, ‘light pattern’, ‘rich pattern’ and ‘a little a la 
Grecquc’.

The subject of marchands-mcrdcrs has been dealt with in 
depth, and I will only reiterate that they sold paintings and 
all manner of works of art. Walpole’s shipments in 1766, 
left for the Duke of Richmond to bring back to England, 
included ‘Two large eases H.W. from Poirier’s with clock, 
secretaire, coffrc and table. Two red leather chairs’. The 
‘table’ merits closer scrutiny. Walpole had in the Green 
Closet at Strawberry Hill ‘a small table of Seve china’, the 
description of which was further enlarged by Robins in 
1842 as ‘A most beautiful plateau of the old Royal Sevres 
porcclainc, forming the top of an occasional writing table, 
of fine red marqucteric, with drawer and stand under for 
ornaments’. Poirier had a near monopoly on the purchase 
of Sevres porcelain plaques for mounting on furniture, and 
it is almost certain that the table sent with the Duke of 
Richmond was indeed Walpole’s Sevres table. The table 
was thus probably cn chiffoniere in form, possibly by Roger 
Vandcrcruse. Also at Strawberry Hill was ‘a carpet of the 
manufacture of Moorficlcls; the design taken from the Seve 
china-table in the green closet’. This description is further 
expanded in the Sale as ‘A superior Axminstcr carpet of 
elegant pattern, with flowers and scrolls, the design taken 
from the Sevres china table in the green closet 4‘A yards by 
3'A yards’. The decoration of the border of the carpet, 
although necessarily stylised for the weaving, clearly shows 
a patera and trellis design, as can be seen in Figure 2. Figure 
7 shows a Sevres porcelain plaque from a table cu 
chiffonicre. I propose here that the table is indeed Walpole’s, 
as it docs have an excellent and quite appropriate English 
19th century provenance, and the decoration of this 
porcelain plaque is the most similar of all known examples 
to the border decoration of die carpet. The flowers and 
scrolls described in the carpet may perhaps also have been 
taken from the decoration on the plaque.

In looking at the collection of Sevres at Strawberry Hill, 
it docs appear that Walpole was fairly deliberate in his 
choice of pieces, both with regard to the ornamental items 
for display and the decoration on the useful wares. There 
was a wide range of decoration and ground colour and as 
far as one is able to assess, of different models too. Sevres is 
the category of manufacture that is most evenly distributed 
throughout Strawberry Hill, but is given especial promi
nence in the public rooms. The frequency with which 
Sevres is mentioned in the Correspondence indicates 
Walpole’s preference for this ware, but also indicates his 
friends’ acquaintance with that preference. It is certainly 
the most challenging of all the categories of ceramics in the 
collection. The interpretation of three different sets of

documents can be fraught with danger, but the rewards 
arc infinitely more satisfying.

The last word, as always, is Walpole’s:
‘Well! arc not heirs to great names and families as frail 
foundations of happiness? and what signifies what 
baubles we pursue? Philosophers make systems, and 
we simpletons collections, and we arc as wise as they - 
wiser perhaps, for we know that in a few years our 
rarities will be dispersed at an auction’.35
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